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C.

Description of High Temperature RH Validation Setup and Operation

In an effort to evaluate and/or validate the performance our Relative Humidity (RH)
probes at elevated temperatures the YMP at LLNL initiated the development of a Two-
Temperature validation system. Current information from the scientific community can
be used to determine the RH of a water saturated atmosphere at a given temperature and
pressure. The current system design provides a water-saturated atmosphere at pressures
near or at one atmosphere and temperature between 105 and 180°C.

The concept of the system was to develop a saturated water vapor atmosphere by boiling
water and transferring this atmosphere to a non-condensing chamber that could be heated
to the desire test temperature. The RH probes under test would be placed in the non-
condensing chamber along with thermal sensor to measure temperature. A picture of the
overall setup is shown in M and the system is shown schematically in i .

Photo 1. Overall view of setup
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Figure 1. Schematic of test setup
//
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The setup consists of two each 1000ml glass flasks with four ports that are used for the
saturator and non-condensing test chamber or vessel, an interconnecting tube, two
convection ovens, a computer based data acquisition system, temperature controllers, and
various temperature sensors. A valve installed at the center of the interconnecting tube is
used to purge the system and as a connecting point to measure system pressure. All
tubing, fittings, and valve are made of materials from the Teflon group (Teflon, FEP,
PVDF, etc.).

The saturator and non-condensing test vessel were placed
inside the convection ovens (VWR model 1330FZZ s/n 1000103 and 0700103) to heat
these vessels and their contents to the desired temperatures. Convection oven were
selected because they were available and would provide a more uniformed heating than
resistive heaters. Various glass and Teflon fittings are used to connect the flasks to the
interconnecting tube via the trough port in the top of the ovens. The interconnecting tube
is wrapped with heat tape and controlled using two Digi-Sense Temperature controllers
and type 'K' OMEGA SA I-K surface mount thermocouples. The convection oven
temperature housing the non-condensing test vessel is controlled by the computer data
acquisition system and an RTEDsensor that is inserted down from the top of the tee joint
that connects the interconnecting tube to the flask.
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Photo 2. Saturator
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Photo 3. Non-Condensing Test Vessel -

The data acquisition system is used to measure the various temperatures throughout the '

Two-Temperature system. All of these temperature measurements except one are non-Q.
The temperature from RTD (cal number GG51 I lAA0263) inserted down through the tee
joint above the non-condensing vessel is used to calculate 1 e H in the non-condensing :
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test vessel, thus it is a Q measurement. This RTD (cal number GG51 1/AA0263) and the
Saturator RTD (cal number GG50 O/AA0262) were scaled and corrected, using standard
functions of the DasyLab software, against the DP251 in a Omega CL-740A Thermal
Well and found to be acceptable (see Table I below).

DP251 DP251 RTD RTD
Ch A Ch B GG51I GG510
20.040C 20.060C 20.060C 20.050C
75.050C 75.00°C 74.940C 74.900 C

140.17 0C 140.050C 140.030C 140.03°C

Table I. Corrected Reading of the RTDs compared to the DP251

The RH calculations versus temperature are based on a curve (see table 2 and figure 2)
that was developed from temperature verses water vapor saturation data as shown in
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Table 2. Data from CRC 94

Saturated RH Levels above 1000C
120

100
- % Relative Humidity

- Poly. (% Relative Humidity)

C

I-

a--

80

60

40

20

0

Vapor /Relative
Pressure J m i

Temperature (mm).t• Humidity

CC) CRC (%)

I M 760.00 I 00.00
105 906.07 83.88
110 1074.56 70.72
115 1267.98 59.94
120 1489.14 51.04
125 1740.93 43.65

130 2026.16 37.51
135 2347.26 32.38
140 2710.92 28.03
145 3116.76 24.38

150 3570.48 21.29
155 4075.88 18.65
160 4636.00 16.39
165 5256.16 14.46
170 5940.92 12.79
175 6694.08 11.35
180 7520.20 10.11
185 8423.84 9.02
190 9413.36 8.07
195 10488.76 7.25
200 11659.16 6.52
205 1292.12 5.88

90 110 130 150 170 190 210

Temperature In 6C

Figure 2. Plotted data and curve fit from CRC.

N

Y MO + M1 *x + ... M8',x+ M9"x9

MO 2491.8

M1 -65.66

M2 0.71886

M3 -0.0040281

M4 1.1 448e-05

M5 -1.3125e-08

R 1
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re: The data in table 2 was calculated from selected tcmperatures from the
ndbook of Chemistry and Physics steam tables (R. C. Weast (Editor.in-Chief)
C ttandlhnk nf Chemistry and Physics (CRC Press. Boca Raton. Florida.
97-1988). pages B-119. B-130. B-131. D-l89. 1)-190). At I 1('lC the RH
ue may actually he 70.73%RH. however the RH probe can nnly read to the
It decimal Place. z -

Table 3. (Equation constants derived from Table 2 Data)
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In preparation for testing, the RH probes and the temperature sensors (some probes have
a separate temperature sensor) are inserted through one of the ports in the non-
condensing vessel. Soft silicone stoppers are used to seal around the cables and vessel i
ports or to seal any unused or opened ports. The computer based data acquisition is
started and set to the desired temperature. The convection oven that houses the non-
condensing test vessel is then turned on to allow for all surfaces and/or component to heat
up above 100'C. The heat tape controllers for the interconnecting tube are also started at
this time and set for 160"C. After the non-condensing vessel air temperature and
interconnecting tube have exceeded 100°C. the saturator vessel is then filled above the
halfway mark (>500ml) with DI-water. The saturator oven is then turned on and set to
150-160 0C. At this point it takes 2-4 hours for the unit to come up to temperature and
stabilize. During warm-up, testing, and between temperature adjustments DI-water has to
be added to the saturator.

The computer based data acquisition system has been setup to monitor various water, air,
and surface temperatures to aid in determining when the system is stable and for
diagnostic purposes. In addition, as previously indicated above, this data acquisition
system control the non-condensing vessel oven temperature using the input from the RTD
and calculating the RH from this RTD temperature. This system was comprised of the
following components:

0 Dell Optiplex GS260 running Window 2000 Professional version 5.02195 Service
Pack 4

* Data acquisition software; DasyLabs version 7.00.05 (DASYTec USA)
0 [Otech DaqBook 2000A S/N 236721
* DBK84 Thermocouple Module
0 DBK42 5B Signal Conditioning Chassis

* 5B RTD modules model SCM5B34-03
0 DBK5 4 channel current output card

When the system has stabilized at the selected temperature the following parameters are
recorded:

" Date and time

* The target or set point temperature

* Saturator water temperature

* The Reading from the DP251 probe (channel A) cal number 008673

* Reading from the non-condensing RTD
" RH probe temperature under test
" RH probe RH under test
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Data is not electronically stored from the data acquisitions, but selected data is recorded
manually on validation record sheets. These validation record sheets are placed in
Supplement I of this notebook. The data is recorded in an Excel spreadsheet. The Q-
temperature reading from the RTD (cal number GG51 I/AA0263) and DP251 (cal
number 008673) is used to calculate the expected RH by using the curve developed in
Figure 2 and Tables 2 and 3. This information can be used to help evaluate the humidity
probes* performance.

Additional performance evaluations of this High Temperature RH validation system is on
going.
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It was determined that a check of the relative humidity temperature probes should be

conducted against the DP251 temperature standard (secondary standard) to evaluate their

performance over the range of intended use. To perform this evaluation an oil bath was

setup using high temperature silicone oil in a 1000ml beaker that was placed in Glas-Co

heating mantle for this size beaker. A fixture was machined to support the RH probe

temperature sensors and DP251 probe. A motorized stirrer was use to stir the oil for

uniformed heating. Three FewIk of each probe were taken from the HMP243 display

approximately 5 minutes apart and averaged. This average was compared against the

DP251 average reading to determine the error. A spread sheet showing the result of these

measurements is attached to page 17 of this notebook.

The DP 251 was calibrated 08/04/2005 by Bechtel Nevada under [D# 008673. The

calibration is due 08/04/06. The greatest error noted in this calibration is 0.006°C,

however the tolerance of the calibration is 0.05°C, thus it is this 0.05°C tolerance that

should be applied to the measurements made in this survey.

/off



I
RH Probe Calibration. I Degrees_ .. ........ I..1....... i..

.__ Selal Number of the HMP243 probe

Date
8/30/2005
8/30/2005
8/30/2005

8/30/2005
8/30/2005
8/30/2005

8/_31/2005

Time
16:00
16:16

16:26
Average_.

17:39
17:44

Average

7:59
8:06

Averaqe

Set
Temp. DP251

so 50.0g
50* 49.98
50 49.96

T46 10028
50.2
50.1
50.11

T4610030 'Y4750012

50.0 - 0.0

49.9 50.0

* f 50.1: 50.0

2 .1 1- 5 *.0 4.8j
24A ~ 50.01 49.81

V0810002

49.q

Z1420006 IT4610029

4qR!

10

12

.. 50.01 50.1 49.9 50.0 J. 5 50.01 49.91 49.8 49.9
99.65 99.9 99.6 99.8 ,99.8 .... "-99.

9....9- .. , - I ...........9..[ .9.7j9 * !9 .0 99.97 100.2 99.8 100.0 .:, 99.9 99.71 99.8 . 9981 ... 99.8
P0 99.33 99.6 99.2 99.4 99....-4 92! 99.2 99.2 99.2 99.2

99.65 99.9 99.5 99.7 5S. 99.7 99.5 99.6 99.61t 99.6___12.2 __ 24'L

1524.9 4.6 __ 124. 124.39. ' 124.2! 124.2 124.2 124.3
12431 1244.2.4.243 124. 124.3

124.27 124.6 124.12 4.4412,3.. 124.11 124.11 124.21 124.2

ii
124.39 124.6 124.21 124.4 I 174.3i 1 74_7 17A i1 1•1 "• l")A

8/31/2005 9:13 150 _ 14.48. 149.9 149.3 149.6 . I 1 1 1••-4.. I IA I I4MI

ýi~~~~~~~~~j4. 11 2 4 0- j9,,- 4.8 199 -1 .3.'4 9 4.1149.58/31/2005 9:18 150 149.12 149. 148.9 149.2 4! . 148.91 148.9 149.0 149.0
8/31/2005 9:45 .1501 149.35 149.7 149.2 149.5 149.4 149.2 149.3 149.31 149.4Average........ 149.32 149.7 149.1 149.4 149.41 149.2 149.2 149.2 149.3

8/31/2005. 11:33 180 179.34 1. 79.8 179.2 179.6 179.4 179.3 17.2. 179.4 179.5
8/31/2005 11:39 180 .. _7-17. Z.179.41 _179.2 1792 7. 7.1: 0 1 7 9 .3 3  17i.8 79.1 179.6 _. 1. 79.2 179-.3 179.4
.8/.31/2005 _1144 180 17939 1 79.9 17 179 179.6 179.5's" 179*.3-1 179.3. 179.. 179.5

Average 179.351 179.8 179.2 179.6 9._179.31 179.21 179.41 179.5

50 50.0i 0.1 -0.1 0.0 -25.5 0.0' -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1
Errorofthe probe - 99.65 0.3 -0.1 .... 0.1 -74.5 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1averobe 125 124.39 0.2 -0.2 00 -124.4 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 . . -0.1

150k 149.32 0.4 -0.2 0.1 -149.3.-.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.0
,, _ 180 17,9.35 ,0.5 -0.2 0T_2 -179.4 ,_ 0.1_ -o. -o.1J 0.0 0.1

SIProbe temperature sensor failed and would not respond . i_...................._
' '
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1. BI-THERMAL CALIBRATION METHOD FOR RELATIVE
HUMIDITY PROBES

a. Background
The bi-thermal apparatus for relative humidity calibration at temperatures

between 115 and 180°C is a modification of a bi-thermal system developed by
Stokes and Robinson (1947) to measure water activity (or relative humidity) in
electrolyte solutions. We used the bi-thermal apparatus to calibrate the relative
humidity probes by equilibrating water vapor between two vessels at two different
temperatures. The lower temperature reservoir contains boiling pure liquid water
at 100*C; the higher temperature reservoir contains only a vapor phase (no liquid
water or solution is present). After diffusion of water vapor between the two
reservoirs for a sufficient period of time the water vapor pressure will be the same
in the two reservoirs. However, the water vapor pressure in the higher temperature
reservoir P,.T2 will be below saturation at that temperature. Pressure equilibrium

K requires that:

,- = (1)P., c'T I

The relative humidity in the lower temperature reservoir will always be 100% at the
liquid water/water vapor interface. In the higher temperature reservoir the relative

humidity is given by:

R RH'-r- = I100(pw..r, / pw,°)
(2)

Substitution of equation (I) into (2) yields an expression for the relative humidity of

the higher temperature reservoir as a unique ratio of the saturation vapor pressures.\of pure water at the two temperatures T, and T, (Table 2.2):

• RHT, = 100{p,.°(Tj)1p.,°(7T)}

(3)

We used the temperature dependence of vapor pressure of water from the
Ssteam tables in the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 68th edition (Weast

et a]., 1987, p. D-189 to D-191) as our standard (Page 7, LLNL-SCI-487, V.3),
because no NIST standard is available for the calibration of relative humidity
probes to temperatures above 60'C. Steam tables from the earlier 62nd edition
(Weast and Astle, 1981, p. D-168-D-169) containing apparently identical data were
qualified as product output (after units conversion of torr to kPa) in the
Environment on the Surfaces of the Drip Shield and Waste Package Outer Barrier
AMR (BSC 2004a, DTN: LL040601512251.103). We note that steam tables are
also built into the NUFT 3.0 code used to calculate the thermal budget of the



repository (BSC 2005b: Multiscale Therwnhyivhologic Motdel. Determination of
percent relative humidity from the steam tables still requires that the temperature
probes are calibrated against a NIST traceable standard. The relative humidity
probes used in our experiments contain separate temperature sensors that were
calibrated against a NIST traceable standard (DP25 1) in an Omega CL-740A
thermal well (Page 6 &17, LLNL-SCI-487. V.3). In principle, the bi-thermal
apparatus allows calibration from 100°C and 100% RH to 180'C and 10% RH.

b. Method
The bi-thermal apparatus used to calibrate relative humidity at elevated

temperatures is shown schematically on page 4 (LLNL-SCI-487. V3). The setup
consists of two connected glass vessels (I L) in convection ovens to control
temperature, one to three RH and T probes for calibration, a NIST traceable
temperature probe, a computer based data acquisition system, other temperature
sensors, and temperature controllers. A central valve in the connection tube
between the two vessels is used to purge the system. The tube is connected to the
vessels through a port in the top of the ovens using both glass and Teflon fittings.
Heat loss and condensation are prevented by heating the connection tube with
regulated heat tape (Digi-Sense temperature controllers and type 'K' OMEGA
SAI-K surface mount thermocouples). Oven temperatures are controlled by a
computer data acquisition system and RTD (Resistance Temperature Detector)
sensors calibrated against the NIST traceable temperature probe (Page 6, LLNL-
SCI-487.V3). The data acquisition system measures temperature (non-Q) at
several locations in the system to monitor uniform environment.

The relative humidity probes are calibrated from 115 to 180TC, by placing
the probes and corresponding temperature probes in higher temperature vessel
ports through a soft silicone stopper. All unused ports are sealed with soft
silicone stoppers. Prior to beginning the calibration, the system is conditioned by
heating vessel T2 and the connection tube above 100°C, and by heating vessel TI
with about 500 ml of pure water to boiling (oven temperature is about 160 °C).
The warm up period takes between 2 and 4 hours and is monitored by the data
acquisition system. Additional water may need to be added to vessel TI as the
system temperature stabilizes. A 5 to 7 point calibration from 115 to 180'C is
then conducted by raising the temperature of vessel T2 to a given value, allowing
the teniperature to stabilize, and measuring relative humidity ahd temperature in
triplicate using the RH probe sensors. The temperature in vessel T2 is changed
and the process is repeated. Data are recorded in Supplemental Binder 1.
Important parameters for calibration are the as measured probe RH and T and the
as measured T from the NIST traceable temperature sensor (DP251). All other
sensors are used to monitor steady-state conditions in the apparatus.

c. Reduction Of Probe Calibration Data -
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Percent RH is calibrated against a linear regression of RH measured
versus the RH standard of combined the pre and post experiment calibrations (e.g.
Figure 1). The RH standard is determined from the recorded temperatures by

... using a 5"h order polynomial fit of RH versus temperature from the steam tables.
RH Probes with separate temperature sensors that have been validated against the
NIST traceable temperature sensor (DP251) can use the RH probe temperature

" reading to determine the RH standard. RH probes without separate temperature
...... sensors shall use the temperature measurements from the High Precision

Thermometer (DP25 1) to determine the RH standard. Uncertainty in RH is
calculated as the standard deviation of RH calculated for the pre- and post-
calibration runs separately and is typically less than 1.5% RH units.

An RH probe should be calibrated before it is used in a new or extensively
modified experiment and after the experiment or selected set of experiments are

. complete prior to sending it out for adjustment and calibration at low temperature.
Probe adjustment is required when linear regressions of RH measured versus RH
standard yield R2 < 0.90 for probes used between 115 and 180°C and calibrated
with the bi-thermal method. Probe adjustment and calibration is required on an
annual basis for use at temperatures below I 15°C.
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Figure ]. Relative humidity calibration. Percent RH Standard was calculated
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-• using data for the vapor pressure of water over pure liquid water. The temperature
was determined using a Q temperature sensor within the RH probe. Calibration is
documented in DTN: LL050800623121.053 and LL050903412251.150.
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This entry is made for clarification on the software that was used for part of the

description and operation of the apparatus:

The Curve shown on page 7 was developed from the data listed in table 3 on page........

7 using Excel 2002 (10.6713.6735). KaleidaGraph version 3.5 or higher were
used to generate the 5th order polynomial equation for the curve shown on page 7

and the graphs shown on page 2 .
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The data sheets for each probe contain the following information:

I. Header
o Humidity Probe ID -- Serial number (and in once case the calibration

identification number from LLNL-M&TE coordinator).
o Approved YMP Calibration Cal Date (or cal date) -- Calibration date

by an approved YMP vendor from the QSL for the use of probes at
temperatures less than 1 5"C (to date in this notebook Thunder
Scientific was the QSL vendor).

o Cal Due Date (cal due) -- Calibration due date by an approved YMP
vendor from the QSL for the use of probes at temperatures less than
115"C (to date in this notebook Thunder Scientific was the QSL
vendor).

o Date - The date for which the bi-thermal calibration started.

2. Table Headings

o Date - Measurement date (unless all data were collected on the
calibration start date listed in the header).

7 o Saturator Air Temp - Non-Q measure of air temperature in the
saturator.

o Saturator Water Temp -- Non-Q measure of water temperature in
saturator.

o Target Temp - Test target temperature.

o Calc RH -- Expected RH in the chamber calculated from the steam
tables (see LLNL-SC]-487.V3 page 7) and a RTD probe or DP251.
This entry is approximate RH reference point and was not used to
calibrate the probe.

o Test Vessel Computer Temp (Test Chamber Temp 1) -- Non-Q
measure of the test vessel temperature.

o Test Vessel DP251 Temp (Test Chamber 2) -- Qualified temperature
measure using the DP251 (NIST traceable certification in the
supplement).

o Probe RH - As measured RH from RH probe under test.

o Probe Temp - As measured temperature from the RH probe under test.

3. Other information:

For sheets dated 12/3/04 and 12/29/04, non-Q pressure measurements
were recorded to determine if the system was operating a slightly
positive pressure. Measurements were taken with an incline
manometer in inches of water. As expected, these measurements show
a slight positive pressure.

C. •
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* All of the data sheets in the supplement to this notebook except four -

where conducted with RH probes installed in the test vessel. Four data /
sheet using probes X3250115. V0810003. T4610030. and X3250114
were used to evaluate the saturator side of the vessel on 12/23/04 and
12/29/04. For these tests, the saturator RH was recorded under the
column heading "'Saturator RH' and the RH probe temperature was
recorded under the column heading "'Saturator Temp", which was a
measure of the air temperature in the saturator. These were non-Q
measurements.

/7
TECHNICAL REVIEWER

I have technically reviewed the portions of this notebook and supplements, as applicable,
identified on the technical review form used to document my review. Technical
comments have been resolved and the notebook entries are evaluated as being technically
adequate.

Signature . i t -, -
Printedname ' , , 4., er-. -.
Date 2- 3J 3. .O&(•

RESPONSIBLE MANAGER

The technical review is acceptable.

Signature 4a
Printed name /
Date .2. 3/,/..2_"
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TECHNICAL REVIEW FOR SN-LLNL-SCI--..-j-V....
Scientific Notebook Page Range Reviewed I to 17

Supplemental Notebooks Reviewed (as applicable)_Supp I
Supplemental Notebook Page Range Reviewed All to All

(Document each supplemental notebook and the inclusive pages/sections reviewed)

Review TL pe (che•k all that apply.i: .\nnua!li/h'nteri(ile-)iit 0

General Notebook Review Criteria 1per JYl-Sll1. I I-BS'. Re% I0, IN Ii)

Technical Reviewer: Thomasi.. Woler, IPrinted Nantei/Date: 02/11712006

hi, h;.',"/A'.fi//,nritut i ,, ww pel//iu.• i/,.2.," rriw DOCU MIENT A JUSTIFICATION FOR
ANt "CRIT.ERIA THA TARE NOTAPPLICABLE.

I. Tlhe investigari, n is described in stfficient detail to retrace the in'eestigatitn and c.tifintri th,:
results. or to repeat the investigation and achieve comparable results. without recourse to the
original investigator.

Several deficiencies were noted. See attached comments.

2. Softrvare used is qualificd and sutitable to the problem being solved in accordance with LPl-
S I.1 I -llS(:, .Softl?Jv, A I~Jc!(m, rfl1.

The documentation of sofwvare used is incomplete. See attached comments.

3. "11he documentation for any electronicaUy managed information is in accordance with Initial
i.nrr' Requirements.

.\n "Initial Entry Requirements" was not found. There appears to be little if any electronically
manaed information associated with this notebook.
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TECHNI CAL R EVlEW FOR SN-LLNL-SCJ- t-7-& -V_3

Scientific Notebook Page Range Reviewed I to 17
Supplemental Notebooks Reviewed (as applicable) Suzpp J
Supplemental Notebook Page Range Reviewed All to All

(Docnment each supplemental notebook and the inchtsive pages/sections reviewed)

4. Technical :tdeLu:tcy/c.Ncrnl o.,mninntstt'e ;t o-tltinlati'.ll page. if requsred :

Comments are given in the thrcc-p:.tc attachmnint.

00 '~~:
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i
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/It6
"/echnical Revikicr

Technical Review Comments Resolved

Tecncal Rex~t~er~

0)21I7(0-M6
lDatc

Date

* Pb

(

I.

I.
NOTE: Once the technical review is complete and all comments are resolved the Technical Reviewer must
sign a statement in the scientific notebook that the technical comments have been resolved and that the
notebook entries are evaluated as being technically adequate. If no mandatory comments must be resolved
then the Technical Reviewer indicates N/A ior signs and dates. if preferred) in the resolution block and signs
the statement in the scientific notebook as described in the previous sentence.
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Technic-i Re; ieii Comlmenji,
SN -LLN L -SC!".-•-\:3

Thonmas.I. \Volel% U LINL

Thi, rei iew entpd'.,,es thi% iL,,lbook %oh111Ce up to and includdin pai! 17. ako the
Ioo0'e-leaf titaterial presentl I'Ind in the Supplement I binder. This is a technical
review: hiCVe'er. soille counpliLu'CC i.'ue', ;'•r nes'.•arilv iddre.,,ed. The respon'.c tw this

lechnical revie"' should be coorditllted with the rV..,ponse o tihe compliance review where
OVirlap mccur.%.

General: The ins.ide cover documents the issuance of this no•elbook io Maureen Alai.
Howe~cr. on p. 2. only Kirk Staggs is auth,1rized to make entries in this notebook. There
is no explicit record of a hand-ofl. I ant not %ture if lthat is a problem. but point this out for
the compliance reviewer. All entries are signed by Kirk Staggs.

General: Informatiun on hardware items (e.g.. descriptions, serial numbers, associated
calibration dales) is scattered about in the report. Detailed information often appears well
after the first reference. A master table summarizing this information should be added
after page 17. This table should be listed in the table of contents. This may be a
compliance issue. but if not. it could still be in issue when this notebook is audited (e.g..
transparencvy.

General: Information on software is similarly scattered. On p. 0 there is the first reference
to the Dasvlab sortware. but Wilh no specilic intformatrion such as ve'sion nunmber or QA
status. On p. 1S. this soflware is declared with version number but no QA status is given.
On p. 7. calculated results appear without identification of the software used (probably
Excel and/or KaleidaGrapihl. and 01 p. 17 there is what appeals to be output from Excel.
All soltware used (whether qualified or exempt. M&TE or not) needs to be declared
tnoting version numbers. QA statuis, and applicable and actual platforms and OS used).
Summarize all software information in another table after page 17 and note its existence
in the table of contents. This may also be a compliance issue. but again if not, it goes to
the need for transparency.

General: The calibration process is not completely defined or explained. No TIP or
equivalent pricedure is cited. The data sheets in Supplement I include two to three
independent measurements of temperature in the test chamber. Which was or is to he
used? The process of getting the reported "'Calculated RH%' values is not sufficiently
explained, but appears to involve the vapor pressure fit described on p. 7 along with the
usage of one of these data sets for test chamber temperature. In the absence of other
information, one would have to assume that the calibration-then is determined by
comparing the reported "Calculated RHT,'" values with the corresponding probe values.
However, in the course of interviewing the notebook proprietor tKirk Staggs). I heard
that in other notebooks documenting experiments using the probes noted in the present
notebook. there may have been a switch in the temperature set used and generation of a
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different set ofcalculaied RHI' values than the one.-, appearing in Supplement I. The
manner in which the datl in the present notebuik have actually been used tor may b.
used) for calibration should be clearlIv dctimented in the present notebook. This may
require references to other nlotebook.s if the calibralion process is completed or amended
in them.

General: 1 didn't see much about uncertainties to apply when using tile calibrated RH
probes. I would expect something to come out of the Calibration process. And I am not
talking here about the measurement uncertainly ascribed io tile probe-. by( the
manui'iatcurer.

p. 3-5: Note what an RTD is.

p. 5-%: RTDs are identified by "cal" numbers texumple, from p. 5. "cal number
GG I I/AA(203I'. These identifiers should be explained. I believe they incorporate the
serial numbers.

p. 6: Too much open space.

p. 7. Table 2: "Data from CRC". The cited source needs to be more definitive. I would
suggest Weast and Astle 1981 [DIRS: 100833]. p. D-168 to D-169 tNote: Greg Gdowski
has a copy of this version of the CRC Handbook-). If this is used. the units are "torr.". not
"',imn" (actually mm He). though these are numerically equivalent. The RHI. ntuminbers are
calculated, not taken fiom any CRC source I am familiar with. How they were calculated
needs to be dockumented, including identifying any software used and any resulting
spreadsheet. including DTN. that may he involved. For I 1l0"C. the RH% is given as
70.72. I calculated 70.73 (rounded to two decimal places).

p. 7. Table 3: The equation given (to nine-th order) is not what was actually used. It is
clear from a recalculation I did that the fit was only to fifth-order, matching the
coefficient labels given in the table. Using Excel's "'reoression tool" I got slightly
different results for the coefficients themselves, possibly because the RH% values I used
were not truncated to two decimal points as in Table 2. or possibly because of the 70.72
value instead of 70.73 noted above. There is a documentation issue here. How were these
coefficients obtained. and with what software tobviously sonmething was used).

p. 9: The DP251 standard has been pressed into routine use in the hi-thermal apparatus.
I'm not sure if there is an issue there or not.

p. 11: Illegible part: "t'??#? have been evaluated " (line 2 following the date).

p. 12: Illegible parts: "Added teflon b??'?'???" (line I following the date) and -to try and
ever ??'?"' (on line 2).

p. 17: Some but not all probe numbers appear here. Why'? A few that do appear here do
not appear elsewhere in this notebook te.e.. X32501 15). Why?
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Genral: Which numt•bers are u,,cd in calibrattion and wvhiich are' tl? What i, Nulupi,•cd I,

be Q and %hal repr1,ent,1 non-I1 data Itken ýNIipl\ It help e\ alatiit" the pcir'ol'.nie of
the apparatlu,,' How are thle calculatled RIf \,t alue,, ,bt:ined? What ,.,:tilware \wa, tu,,ed?

General: The data sheet. Itfl \'iielve, :re not inilialed or SiMnLd. upart fint Ldating. and
initi alinct! ot'N soe but not atll Correct itill . SoIlnc data stleet, ideniti tI i 'aop11"11or1.' 1tnd
.,OIiie Lid not (1 .L... 1bro.e ill the .,ecolld pla.ti c *pro'ltcl'lrl h.

General: Explai in the ni¢:ini g ol'11C u Cited "C'Ili brtlikn'" ilnd "ta1:ibration due*' daite. I11
these datel,, ire not direct'ly al rlicable It, tie Current cal ibratlitl.,. cxilpa in whell I[he cti'rrenw
calibrations beCOlle OUt o date.

SecOnld plalstic Protector Set o" data sheels ,iovt'erinl VO) ltX)1}3. 12123/')4): Explain
HO system pressure (what it is. where anid how it is Ielasurt.ed. what exactly are [he
Units). Arc these data supposed to be Q? flow do they relalte to the Calibration of' the
probes?

AB57S3. I/5/05: Missine initial aind daze on one or more corrections.

2142(1(16 aInd II Y 1l(12. III.1/005: Ditto.

Z14401127. 7/6105: Ditto.

U5[ 11(114. 8115•05: Ditto.

Y I I 1(3102, T46 10(30, and V-17 100L/. /S123/05: Ditto.

Z14200(l5. 8/25/05: Ditto.

Z1440127. 8125•)5: Ditto.

Z1441 127. 8/25/A5: There are I couple of ugly write-overs. e.g.. 49.94 over 59.94.

End otI' comments
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Technical Review Comments
SN-LLNL-SCI-487-V- "- ' o 3,
Thomas J. Wolery (LLNL)
02/07/2006
( o" lU.-ii. io, I ecillical I< • i o irk i •ii . - .t l .i',in e ak1-1 l i
112 0I',0

This review encompasses this notebook volume up to and including page 17. also the
loose-leaf material presently found in the Supplement I binder. This is a technical
review: however, some compliance issues are necessarily addressed. The response to this
technical review should be coordinated with the response to the compliance review where
overlap occurs.

General: The inside cover documents the issuance of this notebook to Maureen Alai.
However. on p. 2. only Kirk Staggs is authorized to make entries in this notebook. There
is no explicit record of a hand-off. I am not sure if that is a problem. but point this out for
the compliance reviewer. All entries are signed by Kirk Staggs.
1 ransler is noicd on lltage I

General: Information on hardware items (e.g.. descriptions, serial numbers, associated
calibration dates) is scattered about in the report. Detailed information often appears well
after the first reference. A master table summarizing this information should be added
after page 17. This table should be listed in the table of contents. This may be a
compliance issue, but if not. it could still be an issue when this notebook is audited (e.g..
transparency).
Inlbrinmaion on hard%%are is stiiniarizcd page iaIM pavge•s 22-24 in scientilic notehooL
aind avaini in the Ifoin 01. s uplpiletil 1itinder I.

General: Information on software is similarly scattered. On p. 6 there is the first reference
to the Daslab software, but with no specific information such as version number or QA
status. On p. 8. this software is declared with version number but no QA status is given.
On p. 7. calculated results appear without identification of the software used (probably
Excel and/or KaleidaGraph), and on p. 17 there is what appears to be output from Excel.
All software used (whether qualified or exempt. M&TE or not) needs to be declared
(noting version numbers. QA status. and applicable and actual platforms and OS used).
Summarize all software information in another table after page 17 and note its existence
in the table of contents. This may also be a compliance issue, but again if not. it goes to
the need for transparency.
Relferences to solt\%arc are referenced %%here appropriaie and an entr\ \\as made on pgie
7 and 22 I'u equations. and graphs veneraied %%iih exepipl] I-cel and Kaleidat iraph
s,"1i ware.

General: The calibration process is not completely defined or explained. No TIP or
equivalent procedure is cited. The data sheets in Supplement I include two to three
independent measurements of temperature in the test chamber. Which was or is to be
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used? The process of getting the reported "'Calculated RH%' values is not sufticiently
explained, but appears to involve the vapor pressure lit described on p. 7 along %%ith the
usage of one of these data sets Ibr test chamber temperature. In the absence of other
information, one would have to assume that the calibration then is determined by
comparing the reported "'Calculated RHI% -values with the corresponding probe values.
How~ever. in the course of interviewing the notebook proprietor (Kirk Staggsl. I heard
that in other notebooks documenting experiments using the probes noted in the present
notebook. there may have been a switch in the temperature set used and generation of a
different set ofcalculated RH% values than the ones appearing in Supplement I. The
manner in which the data in the present notebook have actually been used (or may be
used) for calibration should be clearly documented in the present notebook. This may
require retferences to other notebooks if the calibration process is completed or amended
in them.

General: I didn't see much about uncertainties to apply when using the calibrated RH
probes. I would expect something to come out of the calibration process. And I am not
talking here about the measurement uncertainty ascribed to the probes by the
manufacturer.

p. 3-5: Note what an RTD is.

p. 5-6: RTDs are identified by "'cal'" numbers (example. from p. 5. "cal number
GG51 I/AAO263"'). These identifiers should be explained. I believe they incorporate the
serial numbers.

p. 6: Too much open space.

p. 7. Table 2: -'Data from CRC". The cited source needs to be more definitive. I would
suggest Weast and Astle 1981 [DIRS: 100833). p. D-168 to D-169 (Note: Greg Gdowski
has a copy of this version of the CRC Handbook). If this is used. the units are 'torr.*. not
"am'" (actually mm Hg). though these are numerically equivalent. The RH% numbers are
calculated, not taken from any CRC source I am familiar with. How they were calculated
needs to be documented, including identifying any software used and any resulting
spreadsheet. including DTN. that may be involved. For I 10C. the RH% is given as
70.72. 1 calculated 70.73 (rounded to two decimal places).
I !IJl!0-, i ,,' s.' l: oted oil Ipat--z

p. 7. Table 3: The equation given (to nine-th order) is not what was actually used. It is
clear from a recalculation I did that the fit was only to fifth-order. matching the
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coefficient labels given in tile table. Using Excels "'regression too]" I got slightly
different results for the coefficients themselves, possibly because the RH% values I used
were not truncated to two decimal points as in Table 2. or possibly because of the 70.72
value instead of 70.73 noted above. There is a documentation issue here. How were these
coefficients obtained, and with what software (obviously something was used).
Aý ntoted bh re% ie\\er. lit is It, the "' pok nomial I hi- 0" order headine ..i- encrailorma;hl
generated hb Kaleida(raplh shitarv , is I to III liet" dat a 1)iIl'lerence ntoted in se.tin
siu-nilficanlt tteat II I1 (C hJil caletillt'ell RII is, likel. a rimdne artitact bet h eei•t Ilttiv'
pl'Ocedtirc. in [ \cl ised b\ ile re. iv\\el a d k aleoid aunrph used bh tihe in\ estipalate I hi-
dil'tlentce k iine ',nseqtelllial I bee: u ie ir. . leafl. I'd to ollh one Siglnill.e . it .Ii f 't " SeA
entlr on p'e" 7 ald 2-

p. 9: The DP251 standard has been pressed into routine use in the bi-thermal apparatus.
I'm not sure if there is an issue there or not.
I ,se of D)l225 I i' explained Ilit pav.es N '-24

p. 11: Illegible part: "(??? A) have been evaluated "" (line 2 following the date).
"orreeiled

p. 12: Illegible pans: "Added teflon b??????" -line I following the date) and "lo try and
ever ?M?" (on line 2).
(Corrected

p. 17: Some but not all probe numbers appear here. Why? A few that do appear here do
not appear elsewhere in this notebook (e.g.. X3250115). Why?
I able represent, a' ailable probe, at that time thai niichit be need in near (tit itrC

expcrimenlis.

Comments Specific to Supplement I:

General: Which numbers are used in calibration and which aren't? What is supposed to
be Q and what represents non-Q data taken simply to help evaluate the performance of
the apparatus? How are the calculated RH values obtained? What software was used?
L.'xplailed on paVge 21) and 23 in s.eielilie notehook.

General: The data sheets themselves are not initialed or signed, apart from dating and
initialing of some but not all corrections. Some data sheets identify an "operator." and
some do not (e.g.. those in the second plastic "protector").
(Ctompliance re% ie%% noted that identlivaion o•" operator h% name and date of
mneasurements %%as sufficient. O'rrection:s ha'e been m;nde and initialed and dated.

General: Explain the meaning of the cited "calibration" and "calibration due" dates. If
these dates are not directly applicable to the current calibrations, explain when the current
calibrations become out of date.
L-\plained on page. 23 and 24.
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Second plastic protector set of data sheets (covering V0810003. 1"123/04: Explain
H1O system pressure' twhat it is. %%here and how it is measured. what exactly are the
units). Are these data supposed to be Q? How do they relate to the calibration orthe
probes'!

• AB5733. U/5/05: Missing initial and date on one or more corrections.
• 2142006 and Y1 110102. 1/10/05: Ditto.
* Z1440127. 7/6/05: Ditto.
* U51 10014. 8/15/0i: Ditto.
0 YlI I 110102. T46100' 0. and Y4710001. 8_2./(J: Ditto.
0 Z1420005. 8/25/05: Ditto.
a Z1440127. 8/25/05: Ditto.
• Z1440127. 8/25/05: There are a couple of ugly write-overs. e.g.. 49.94

over 59.94.

End of comments
i'll.. 1, 1 '1 lll ..'l 0 1 11 ,1: 1 1 ~ 1. - ~ ~ l'l
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Humidity Probe ID: U .1/ (YO/C-/ Date: 5/' '/ /

Approved YMP Calibration Cal Date: / ,/ ' X Cal Due Date: / '/.7, /, C 6

Operator Name: - __ "_.__.______.__.

NOTE: Wait for computer and DP251 temperature readings to stabilized before recording readings.
Ensure system is under positive pressure at all times and that the saturator water level is between the
marks on the side of the vessel.40 /t~

I



4.

Temperalure in °C
RH in percent

NOTES:



of0 , -rZ4-9' Rr / 44"4 If

Humidity Probe ID TL" 1ýX
Date 12/ 1Jo jf 1 AA ZIL CH

~ 1 6 ~ Afr

/
c~'~ 66

Saturatr Saturator TIT e l Iest I s
Saturator Saturator Wewr Water " Chamber Chamber Chamber System

Time RH Temp T1AI Temp2 RH Templ Temp2 pressure

__5_ 31-' /,',1 /37.32 /oo.3 $'.C /2/6 .. /

______ •3 ,1 1j •.. 1ii.i•f Ioa'.,3 _ _. __ /5o."/ )0.o - O.•..

133,1.5,2 13 .4. j 13t, 2- 1 _>/_ 20.2. Z IO.o /Z7o0o(,,
131 " 32.0 134.4 132.N 101Io.4 2.o,2 3So.• 1,-o .-Z4 3,7

JL 1 0 0  .5I,.L 133 ,7 1. L /o/,,7b 2.1 2- I-S'i, 2.. 2-o, 23 1jT 2

I•I,•" ?• , i,• i i33. ot to( 7•.. •,8 1? ,1 -- 507•. .674"•

15 .5. ot. kA., 13qa qo,. •,7 1 06--- 179,917 6.,2.

_____ 31.s" __._ __-__I / 9-Z 1.07 1o. 18,. 2.

IZ3 1•?,7, la2 g /,T ?/,. F ,. ,o _'.

•~1 O•. I/ ,

II 6 U: c /:',- ib.p ' 2. • S'7 tl• • I, •.<?-A:



Of lp * ~4't~

Humidity Probe ID )( 3 2-5, 0//'
Date.21 A P ,L- og5-,z

ii;
II alurato r baturator Test I est T est

Saturator Saturator V Water Chamber Chamber Chamber System

Time RH Temp Tempi Temp2 RH Templ Temp2 pressure

_ _ .3.3 133/.3 13•(. , 530 / > 1/26/ .3. 3

//Y15 33/ i 3- /3lJ't'/ /3A12, IV, :' 2 _/___ ___

12_ JZ• 133.2 !3Z75 /67'9 S. /•L. /W.' 5'

/3 o0 53,% 3 '>.," 131.SL- /o,. J•i.' /1..2t-a /,Y)

13o 3r A ,'i 3 Li ," 132.3• ,1 ..1 -L. 2 .- 0 ., .",c. .

/-•ZZ 'D1, 3 '2-/ -14-< 101.r q~ IZ,• n504•7 N.5-0.
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i. QA: NA

OCRWM COMMENT SHEET
2. Page 8 of 5

3. Oocum•nt 1itf-:

Control o Mleasuring and Test Equipment
4. Documnent No./RevJICN:* 5. Da!e:

AP. 12.1Q, Rev. 0. ICN•# 3 U061/62004 DraftA

6. Manage.r of Revie•.nq Organfization (Prht Name)-' 7. OtgJ~sciplin":'

Michael'Ma1son BSC QA

8. 1 9. 10. "'"11.
CODE SECGTPA5A. COMMENTISUGGESTED RESOLUT1O0.4 RESPONSE

31. * 57.2 b) Change 1), first sentence to read: "Apply in M&TE Oulof Servict Tag Comment 1) accepted.
or other similar tag to indicte out of calibration conditicns.: As stated Comment.2) not accepted. This is not necessary since you do not
in Chi: NOTE in comment 1. someM&TE used in ongoing corrosion need to segrcgate AND tag tle M&TE. Therefore, you waotd not
experiments at LLNL cartnot Ye recalled for calibration at the riuired need to segregate as soon as poss;ble.
intervals because it would disrupt data taking for thes experiments. In
these instances an OCR is issued to idntify that M&TE is in use past its
recalibration due date 2nd a tag indicating tiis condition is affixed to the
M&TE. Although tagging is appropriate in thew conditions, an out of
scrvice tag is not for the folloWng reasons: a)The Cquip.'ent is not out
of serice...it is in use past its calibraion due date. b) Allowing
personnel to obser'e equip-rent in use with an out of service tag attched
might cause them to think that using other equipment with out of service
tags is acceptable.

Change, 2) to read: "As soon as possible segregate the out-of-calibTation
M&TE...- (Cw)

32. 5.7.6 a) 1) Change to: "If it deternined that there is mn inpact (i.e., other than "use- Conment not incorporated. As discussed with individual providing
as-is" det-ermination), document this on...." (Re-iew criterion 2.5) (DIS) comment, the disposition of items, samples, and data will not be done

.,ithin thisprocedure. hutrather entirely within AP-16.IQ.
33. 5.7.6 a) 2) Change to: "If it is determined that there is no impact (i.e.. "use-as-is" Comment not incorporated. As discussed with individual providing

determination), document..' (Review criterion 2.5) (DJIS) comment, the disposituon oritems, samp!es, and dts win r.ot be done
within this procedure, but rather entirely within AP-16.1Q.
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34. 5.8.5 Change to: "....as a result of the loss of M&TE or the use of damaged
M&TE ...... (DIS)

Comment incorporated. thcugh not exactly word- or-wowd. Added to
subsection 5.7.6.s rather than 5.8,5 s.nce 5.8 was combined with 5.7.

AP-5.10 PAA51-1 (REVASW12003)


